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The year 2022 is the 20th anniversary of the seminal
paper of C. Bandt and B. Pompe on permutation entropy.
During this time, the new “ordinal” methodology has
been developed by theoreticians and practitioners in
different directions. However, many of the new concepts
and approaches are not fully understood and there is
also a need for a more systematic application of ordinal
methods. In particular, the new developments have to
be considered in the light of different and more general
frameworks, such as ordinal statistics and ordinal methods in machine learning. The aim of this workshop is
to bring together researchers from different disciplines
to address those challenges.
Topics:
 New theoretical results and practical applications
 Generalization of concepts and methods from the
one-dimensional to the multidimensional case
 Appropriate application of ordinal methods to
practical problems
 Optimal extraction of information from ordinal
patterns
 General ordinal approaches based on the theories
of dynamical systems, complexity systems,
stochastic processes, and information
 Better theoretical understanding of several new
variants of permutation entropy and their relationship to each other and to established measures of
complexity
 Ordinal networks and applications
 Development of reliable ordinal pattern-based
statistical estimation and hypothesis testing for
the analysis of real-world data
 Use of ordinal methods in machine learning,
including feature extraction on an ordinal base
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Scientiﬁc coordinators:
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(Lübeck, Germany)
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Organisation:
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Applications received before 5th January 2022 are considered preferentially.
We plan for a hybrid workshop with a number of participants on-site and
the others connected remotely. Online attendance will be possible in any
case. The organizers will inform about an option of on-site attendance at
a later stage.

For on-site participation the registration fee is 140 Euro; costs for accommodation and meals will be covered by the Max Planck Institute. Limited
funding is available to partially cover travel expenses.

For further information please contact:
Visitors Program – Maria Voigt
MPI for the Physics of Complex Systems
Nöthnitzer Str. 38, D-01187 Dresden
Tel: +49-351-871-1934
orpatt22@pks.mpg.de
www.pks.mpg.de/orpatt22

No fee for remote participation.

We also offer individual fellowships (phd, postdoc, sabbatical). Applications are accepted continuously. For details, please check www.pks.mpg.de/visitors

